
Instructions for 'Autumn Fun Earring Set' Kit
Project KE-V-012M   [Skill Level: Beginner]
Designer: Megan Milliken

Project Components  | NOTE: To account for potential mistakes, there may be extra pieces of some types of findings.

2 - acorn bead caps 2 - dark topaz beads

2 - antique brass earring hooks 2 - pumpkin bead sets

2 - antique brass head pins 2 - turkey charms

2 - gold plated earring hooks 2 - silver plated earring hooks

2 - gold plated head pins

Recommended Tools (not included)
Chain Nose Pliers, Cutters, Round Nose Pliers

Techniques Taught:
How to open a jump ring, How to make a wrapped wire loop

Instructions: For video instructions, go to www.beadaholique.com/ebk-autumn-fun-earring-set.html

Onto a gold plated head pin, place the two pieces of the pumpkin set (an orange pumpkin bead and a green stem bead).1. 

Create a wrapped wire loop after the last bead.*2. 

Open the loop on one of the gold plated earring hooks the same way as you would open a jump ring.* Place your earring onto the
hook and close the earring hook back up.

3. 

Repeat this process to create your second pumpkin earring.4. 

Onto an antique brass head pin, place the a dark topaz bead and an acorn bead cap.5. 

Create a wrapped wire loop after the bead cap.6. 

Open the loop on one of the antique brass earring hooks. Place your earring onto the hook and close the earring hook back up.7. 

Repeat this process to create your second acorn earring.8. 

Open the jump ring on one of the turkey charms and remove the jump ring. Set it aside.9. 

Open the loop on one of the silver plated earring hooks. Place the turkey charm onto the hook and close the earring hook back up.10. 

Repeat this process to create your second turkey earring.11. 

Enjoy!12. 

*To see how to do this technique, please refer to the techniques guide on the reverse of this page. Thank you!
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